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Episode 9

Max and I started talking only because we were lab partners in chemistry class. Nobody 

could imagine we’d become friends. We were like chalk and cheese. Max liked movies, I 

liked reading. He liked going out, I was shy and preferred to stay at home. However, we 

began spending more and more time together and became good friends. We had our ups 

and downs, sometimes we would have small fights but in the end we would always make 

up. On the last day of school, however, I heard him talking to a friend and saying ‘Don’t tell 

Tracy’. I couldn’t believe it! I thought we were best friends! I immediately confronted him 

and we had a huge falling-out. I accused him of talking behind my back but he kept deny-

ing it. We didn’t speak for weeks. Well, until I received a letter. Yep, an actual letter. It was 

from him. I opened it and it read ’Tracy, will you go on a date with me?’. So that’s what the 

big secret was! From that moment on we’ve been much more than just good friends.
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Be like chalk and cheese - We were like chalk and cheese.

• If two people are like chalk and cheese, are they similar or different?

• If two people are like chalk and cheese, what’s different? Their personality or their looks?

• You and who else are like chalk and cheese?

Have (your) ups and downs - We had our ups and downs.

• If a friendship has its ups and downs, do only good things happen, only bad or a mixture 

or both good and bad things?

• Do you think it’s normal for a friendship to have its ups and downs?

Make up - In the end we would always make up.

• When do you make up with someone? Before or after having an argument?

• Do you go back to being friendly after making up?

• What things can be done when making up with someone? Shaking hands, waving your 

hand or hugging? 

• How long after a fight do you usually make up?

Falling-out - We had a huge falling-out.

• You may have a falling-out because you agree or disagree with someone?

• Is the disagreement big or small?

• Are you still friendly with someone you had a falling-out with?

• Have you ever had a falling-out with someone? Why? 

Talking behind someone’s back - I accused him of talking behind my back.

• If you talk behind someone’s back, does that person know you’re talking about them?

• If you talk behind someone’s back, do you say good or bad things about this person?

• Is it a good thing to talk behind someone’s back?

• What would you do if you discovered that a friend is talking behind your back?
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